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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON INSURANCE ON THE INITIATIVE PETITION OF
BRADBURY F. CUSHING AND OTHERS
(SEE HOUSE, NO. 696).

Majority Report.

In accordance with the provisions of Article XLVIII
of the Amendments to the Constitution we, the undersigned, being a majority of the members of the committee on Insurance, to which was referred the initiative
petition (of Bradbury F. Cushing and others) relative to
“An Act repealing the compulsory motor vehicle liability
insurance law, so called, and requiring the giving by the
owners and certain operators of motor vehicles in certain cases of proof of their financial responsibility for
their civil liability on account of personal injuries, including death, caused by motor vehicles owned or operated by them” (see House, No. 696), have heard representatives of the petitioners and all parties in interest
that desired to be heard, have given the measure careful
consideration, and report and recommend that in our
opinion the measure ought not to pass. Our reasons for
this recommendation are as follows:

1. The Compulsory Motor Vehicle Liability Insurance
Law was enacted in 1925 after thorough investigation
by the General Court of the existing evils and the appalling toll of human life and suffering arising from negligent operation of motor vehicles.
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2. It was not adopted impulsively. The Attorney
General and the Insurance Commissioner, acting under
a legislative resolve, in 1920 recommended the enactment of a law providing for compulsory liability insurance “drawn upon the theory that the State can and
ought to require every person who operates an automobile to furnish protection for the public against the injuries which they may cause.” The matter was further
studied during 1921 and 1922 by a commission appointed under a later legislative resolve, and in 1924 by
a joint legislative committee which in 1925 reported the
bill that became the present compulsory motor vehicle
insurance law. That law became effective January 1,
1927.

3. Since that time the General Court each year has
rejected overwhelmingly bills that were designed to
repeal or practically nullify that law and that were backed
by representatives of certain insurance companies and
automobile clubs with insurance company agency connections.

4. The primary object of that compulsory motor
vehicle law was to provide security for the payment of
damages for the injury or death of innocent travelers
on the public highways caused by the negligent operation
of motor vehicles.
5. There can be no serious question that the present
law has well served that high purpose of giving the victims of road accidents real recoveries instead of barren
empty recoveries.
6. The proposed measure would end that fortunate
state of affairs and leave at least 60 per cent of such future
victims without financial redress for their injuries.
7. It would repeal the present compulsory law, and
replace it with a diluted makeshift type of compulsory
law that would force less than 5 per cent of automobile
owners to insure, instead of requiring all to insure, as at
present. As a result, since fewer than 35 per cent of all
car owners voluntarily buy automobile liability insurance, 60 per cent, and not the best 60 per cent, of the
cars on our highways would thenceforth be uninsured.
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8. A Financial Responsibility Law, so called, such as
is suggested by the proposed measure, differs from a
compulsory motor vehicle insurance law in one allimportant essential. A compulsory motor vehicle insurance law requires evidence of financial responsibility of
the owners of all motor vehicles as a condition precedent
to registration. A financial responsibility law requires
evidence of financial responsibility only after the motor
vehicle owner or operator has been involved in an accident,
or has failed to pay a civil judgment against him resulting
therefrom; or after he has been convicted in the courts
of certain specified motor vehicle law violations. A financial responsibility law affords no security to the unfortunate victim or victims of the first accident.
9. Yet experience shows that the only practical way
to protect the traveling public is to require that every
motorist insure against his liability for personal injuries
and death, since less than one third of the owners of
registered machines are able to pay judgments for damages caused by their machines, and a car owner who
cannot pay $5O for his insurance cannot pay $5OO to
$5,000 for the injuries or deaths he may cause.
10. The need for protecting the hapless victims of
motor accidents is greater now than when the law was
first passed. There are many more automobiles registered and used and in consequence many more accidents.
Every week on our Massachusetts highways nearly a
thousand persons are injured and on the average about
fifteen are killed. And the disordered state of the times
makes hard indeed the lot of those who are injured and
cannot collect what is due them.
11. The repeal of the compulsory law would tremendously increase that need for protection since, if lack of
insurance is no longer to be a barrier to registration, a
great horde of drivers now refused insurance on account
of their old unsafe cars and bad driving records, and thus
kept off the roads, would speedily troop back to maim
and kill with impunity other travelers on the highways.
12. No argument has been advanced by any one that
innocent persons injured by negligent motorists do not
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need and merit all the financial protection the present
compulsory law gives them. In fact, the law’s repeal
has been urged exclusively on other grounds, and its
great human mission virtually ignored in the sham protection afforded under the proposed measure.
13. Massachusetts now has a fundamentally sound
system for giving practical redress to the victims of
wrongful injuries by motorists. Like our Workmen’s
Compensation Law, which safeguards the worker injured
in industry, it has become well established as our settled
public policy. To uproot and discard it now would be
a seriously harmful backward step.
14. Another public interest of not inconsiderable importance is that the 700,000 Massachusetts buyers of
automobile insurance shall not be exploited and exposed
to premium rate exactions that exceed the fair value of
the service and protection they receive. To that public
interest also the proposed measure is a serious threat.
If enacted, its practically inevitable effect will be to
increase the price paid by those who continue to buy
automobile insurance over and above the price they
would be required to pay under the present compulsory
law.
15. Insurance companies have long wanted to charge

higher premium rates. Under the present compulsory
law they cannot do so without the Insurance Commissioner’s consent. The proposed measure would make
such consent unnecessary for the future and let the companies combine to charge whatever they pleased. And
buyers of insurance would be compelled to pay these
higher premium rates at the very time when by propaganda they have been deluded into expecting that repeal
of the compulsory law might bring them lower premium
rates. Yet the public record of our motor vehicle insurance rate-making during the past ten years shows
that throughout that period the insurance companies
have regularly asked for and frequently fought for rates
15 per cent to 35 per cent higher than the premium rates
fixed by the Commissioner of Insurance. In Connecti-
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cut, moreover, where the same financial responsibility
system here advocated has long been in effect, and where
the Insurance Commissioner has no control over premium rates, the premium charges for equivalent insurance protection have always been higher than in Massachusetts, and in several years more than 50 per cent
higher.

16. In general, the government does not permit persons or organizations in the same line of business to
combine together to fix the prices charged for their product. Thus, if the sellers of bread or milk or shoes or
gasoline combine to fix prices, they may be prosecuted
as combinations in restraint of trade. But the sellers of
insurance, who would have the same natural desire to
charge top prices, are not subject to that anti-trust law,
and are free to get together to fix prices as high as they
wish, except in those leading insurance States where the
Commissioner of Insurance is given the power to control, in the public interest, the prices charged for insurance. That control by the Commissioner, which in the
past ten years has proved so useful to the Massachusetts
public, this proposed measure would utterly destroy,
and in its stead would substitute no safeguard whatever
for the

buyers

of automobile insurance.

17. On the other hand, it has been strongly urged in
behalf of the proposed measure that the compulsory
motor vehicle insurance law increases accidents by promoting bad driving; that it increases fake claims; that
it compels insurance companies to insure many persons
unfit to have insurance; and that it has failed to be enacted in any other State except Massachusetts.
18. All these contentions have been examined and carefully considered. We find they are largely untenable.
Even if all were valid they, from the standpoint of the
general public interest, are far outweighed by the great
needs that the present law safeguards,
financial redress for the innocent victims of motor vehicle accidents
and the protection for buyers of insurance against exorbitant premium rates.
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19. The claim that the compulsory law causes more
accidents by bad driving is refuted alike by accident
statistics and common sense. For the Massachusetts
highway record, deplorable as it is, is markedly better
than that of the nation as a whole and far ahead of the
combined experience of all States operating under the
proposed financial responsibility law system. Certainly
the type of drivers and cars excluded from Massachusetts
roads under the present law, because nobody would insure
them, would not have bettered that record if they had
been allowed to remain on the roads, and are not likely
to improve it in the future if the passage of the proposed
measure permits their return. No explanation has been
suggested as to why, if automobile insurance purchased
under compulsion induces bad driving, automobile insurance purchased voluntarily would not equally cause bad
driving, or as to why, logically, the advocates of the
proposed measure must not also condemn all automobile
insurance as productive of bad driving.
20. The second contention likewise does not stand
analysis. Undoubtedly, so-called fake claims have increased in Massachusetts in the last decade; but the
increase here has been far less marked than in the principal financial responsibility law States. A considerable
part of the increased claims, however, is made up of
genuinely valid claims that formerly were not pressed
because they were uncollectible.
21. There is more truth to the third contention, that
companies are now required to insure many bad drivers
who really do not deserve to have insurance. But England, in the operation of its own highly successful 100
per cent compulsory motor vehicle insurance law, has
had no real difficulty on that score, and under our law
the Registrar of Motor Vehicles and the Board of Appeals have it in their power to improve the situation and
can do much to eliminate unfit drivers. The evil may
also be substantially lessened by a few minor statutory
changes that can readily be accomplished when there is
an abatement of insurance companies’ hue and cry to
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kill this entire law. In any case, that situation constitutes
a minor phase of the problem, for the correction of which
it is not necessary or desirable to resort to the wholesale
destruction of a system that is effectually relieving one
of our major social ills.
22. On the other hand, it is true that no other State
has adopted a full compulsory motor vehicle insurance
law. It is equally true that that fact, when explored,
constitutes no sound reason for repealing the Massachusetts compulsory law. Nation-wide, for the past twenty
years there has been a strong insistent popular demand
for some practical relief for the victims of the evermounting automobile carnage. Massachusetts, by making insurance compulsory for all registered owners, has
faced and met that demand. The financial responsibility
law (a 1 per cent to 5 per cent compulsory insurance law)
does not really attempt to meet that demand at all but
seems merely to appease and arrest it. Indeed, it was
devised principally as an instrument with which to bring
about the repeal of the Massachusetts law, if possible,
and to prevent or delay other States from following
Massachusetts’ example. For that latter purpose it has
had marked success. A highly organized insurance bloc
accomplished its prompt enactment throughout most of
the States within a few years after the passage of the
Massachusetts law. Those same interests have ever
since maintained a continuous, unremitting, countrywide campaign to resist and obstruct the adoption of
the Massachusetts plan elsewhere, and to uproot and
destroy it here.
23. But the financial responsibility law, despite its
benevolent high-sounding title, has nowhere tilled the
bill. Discontent with the way it has worked in practise
is deep and widespread, and unmistakably the trend
everywhere is toward a full compulsory insurance law.
In many States recently the officials closest to the problem have strongly condemned the financial responsibility
law as a feeble, unsatisfactory and unpromising solution
of an urgent major social problem. Even in New Hamp-
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shire, where this type of law attained its most liberal
development, and went so far as to require of the person
probably liable for the accident proof of financial responsibility for all unpaid past accidents as a condition
to a continuation of the right to operate, that law, after
a long and thorough try-out, has been found wanting.
In the words of New Hampshire’s Insurance Commissioner, addressing last year the National Insurance Commissioners’ Convention;
For ten long years I have been a strong advocate of financial responsibility laws. These laws are no longer entitled to confidence; neither
are they entitled to my further support as Insurance Commissioner
of the State of New Hampshire. I stand today one hundred per cent for
a compulsory law. Compulsory automobile insurance acts appear
to be the only effective remedy, and some such statutory acts should
be enacted into the law of every State in this nation.

Clearly it is not Massachusetts that is out of step
■with the times.

24. No country or State that has once adopted a
full compulsory automobile insurance law has ever repealed it. England and many European countries have
compulsory automobile insurance laws that in some respects are stronger even than the Massachusetts compulsory law, and are strongly wedded to that system.
Many of the same insurance companies that bitterly
oppose the compulsory law here in Massachusetts cooperate nicely there. Massachusetts should not seek
the unenviable distinction of being the first to turn
back the clock.

We, the undersigned, members of the committee on
Insurance, further believe that the voters of the Commonwealth are entitled to have designated on the ballot
a legislative substitute for such initiative measure as
proposed in House Bill No. 696, and to be grouped with
it as an alternative therefor, as provided by Article
XLVIII of the Amendments to the Constitution of
Massachusetts. We accordingly submit the subjoined
resolution and recommend its adoption by the General
Court:
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Resolution.

Whereas, The initiative petition accompanied by “An Act repealing
the compulsory motor vehicle liability insurance law, so called, and
requiring the giving by the owners and certain operators of motor
vehicles in certain cases of proof of their financial responsibility for
their civil liability on account of personal injuries, including death,
caused by motor vehicles owned and operated by them” (House,
No. 696) has been introduced in the General Court and referred to
the committee on Insurance; and

Whereas, The said committee at a public hearing heard the parties
in interest and considered the proposed measure; and
Whereas, A majority of the said committee has voted to report that
such proposed measure ought not to pass; and
Whereas, Article XLVIII of the Amendments to the Constitution of
Massachusetts provides that the General Court may, by resolution
passed by yea and nay vote by the two houses separately, submit to
the people a substitute for any measure introduced by initiative
petition, such substitute to be desi; arated oir the ballot as the legislative
substitute for such initiative meas r
nd to be grouped with it as an
alternative therefor; and
Whereas, The principal effect rf the enactment of the proposed
measure and consequent repeal of the compulsory motor vehicle liability insurance law would be to deprive of all financial relief 60 per
ssly driven motor vehiclei
cent of the unfortunate victims
and
Whereas, No one has urged the repeal of the compulsory motor
vehicle liability insurance law on the ;round that it would accomplish
that anti-social result and no publ sentiment whatever has manifested itself in favor of creating such a grave social wrong; and
Whereas, The agitation among in; luranoe buyers against the compulsory motor vehicle liability insur nee lav/ has sprung solely from
the feeling that the premium charg ;s were too high and might be
iwered by the law’s repeal; and
On the contrary, the repeal of the compulsory motor
he
vehicle liability it
proposed, would inevitably make
premium charges still higher, si
it would destroy completely the
Insurance Commissioner’s statutory power to determine the premiums
to be charged by insurance companies, but for which power the premiums
charged would have been much higher throughout the p:
years, because in all those years the insurance companies demanded
rates 15 per cent to 35 per cent higher than the Commissioner granted;
i
and
1Vhereas, The proposed measure, in place of such destroyed premium
rate control, creates no new power whatever in the Commissio:
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other representative of the public to check excessive or unfair premium
charges, with the result that the insurance companies, which have
annually fought for higher premium charges than those fixed by the
Commissioner, would henceforth enjoy the unlimited right to combine
with each other to charge whatever premiums the traffic would bear,
without any representative of the insurance-buying public having
any power to interfere; and
Whereas, The proposed measure and the “Description of the Proposed Measure”, as drafted, are likely to mislead voters into believing
that the present control of premium charges by the Insurance Commissioner remains unimpaired and in full force; and
Whereas, The proposed measure is so drafted as to compel the
people by a single vote to express their will as to two substantially
separate proposals of major public concern, namely, the question of
depriving buyers of insurance of the Insurance Commissioner’s protection against extortionate rates and the question of depriving victims of highway accidents of the financial relief they now enjoy;
and

Whereas, It seems desirable to give voters an opportunity to deal
separately and without confusion with these two inherently distinct
questions, instead of requiring them either to accept both proposals
or to reject both, when in fact many voters may prefer to accept one
and to reject the other; and
Whereas, The submission to the people of a legislative substitute
for the proposed measure as a separate question on the ballot, which
legislative substitute shall provide for complete motor vehicle premium
rate regulation and for lower premium rates for careful drivers than
for careless drivers, will afford a fitting opportunity to ascertain the
true will of the voters both on the question of preserving insurance
protection for the victims of motor vehicle accidents and on the distinct question of preserving and perfecting for buyers of insurance
existing safeguards against extortionate premium rates; therefore
be it

lolved, That the subjoined m
a substitute for the proposed me
tion, such substitute to be designa

be submitted to the people
sure introduced by initiative pet!
Ed on the ballot as the legislative
substitute and to be grouped with it as an alternative therefor
as

isure
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Substitute.

An Act amending the Compulsory Motor Vehicle Liability
Insurance Law, so called, by adding to the General Laws
(Tercentenary Edition), Chapter Ninety, a New Section,
requiring that All Compulsory Motor Vehicle Liability
Insurance Classifications of Risks and Premiums shall be
subject in the Public Interest to the Approval op the
Commissioner of Insurance as Fair and Reasonable Classifications or Risks, and as Reasonable, Adequate and Non-

Discriminatory Premiums, and providing for a System of
Preferential Premium Rating for Careful Drivers over
Careless Drivers, and repealing All Laws inconsistent
therewith.

j

1

Section 1. Chapter ninety of the General Laws (Tercentenary
Edition) is hereby amended by adding the following new section:
Section 3/tK. All compulsory motor vehicle liability insurance
classifications of risks and premiums relating thereto shall be subject
in the public interest to the approval of the commissioner of insurance
as fair and reasonable classifications of risks and adequate, reasonable
and non-discriminatory premiums for the risks to which they respectively apply. The said commiss uoner may withdraw his approval,
The said commissioner may appro ve a system or systems of experience
or merit rating for motor vehicle risks, to the end that the premiums
charged careful drivers may be lo over than premiums charged careless
drivers. Upon the petition of ai ny person or insurance company aggrieved, any action, order, finding or decision of the commissioner under
this section shall be subject to review by the Supreme Judicial Court.
Section 2. The General Laws (Tercentenary Edition), chapter
one hundred and seventy-five, section one hundred and thirteen (ft),
as amended, and all other acts and parts of acts inconsistent herewith,
are hereby repealed.

For the reasons set forth herein we are satisfied that
the passage of the proposed initiative measure would be
strongly against the public interest. We believe that the
measure should be rejected by this General Court as
overwhelmingly as measures fundamentally the same
have been rejected by the General Court in each of the
past ten years, and that if placed upon the ballot it
should meet a similar rejection at the hands of the
people.
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For the same reasons we, the undersigned, members of
the committee on Insurance, also recommend the adoption of the resolution containing the legislative substitute
hereinbefore set forth.

DAVID M. BRACKMAN.
ALBERT L. BOURGEOIS.
ARTHUR F. BLANCHARD.
WALTER L. CONSIDINE.
GROVER N. DODGE.
CHARLES V. HOGAN.
JOHN H. VALENTINE.
EDWARD T. BRADY.
THOMAS F. COYNE.
ABRAHAM I. ZIMON.
JOHN W. CODDAIRE, Jr.
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MINORITY REPORT.

We, the undersigned members of the joint committee
on Insurance, hereby respectfully submit the following
report as our reasons why this initiative petition should
be passed by the Legislature.
The law has been on our books for a little over ten
years, and apparently has not been satisfactory to any one.
What three Governors have said about the law:
Governor Fuller: “The situation that prevails is a complicated one,
because of the fact that the compulsory insurance law has lent itself
to all kinds of bribery, chicanery and misrepresentation.”
Governor Allen: “The present law with reference to the compulsory
automobile rates is apparently unsatisfactory to all concerned. . .
I would not hesitate to approve the repeal of the act now in force in
its entirety if I felt that some other method, tried and found satisfactory in all its protective features, could be substituted in its place.”
Governor Ely: “It may transpire, however, that your study of
this subject will indicate a wiser course by complete abandonment
of the present law and the enactment of restrictive legislation of another sort. . . When we have solved the problem of the unskilful
and reckless driver, we will have solved also the insurance problem.”
.

.

Extracts from editorial comments

.

Boston Transcript: “Major Operation Needed. Taking a positive
stand for repeal of the compulsory motor
ator insurance law, the General
Genera’
Court’s committee on Insurance has expressed a judgment both
welcome and significant. For et ;h semblance of merit which the
existing law may be said to poss
xperience has shown that the
Popular dislike of the whole
statute possesses a dozen defects
system has

grown

complete.”

Boston Post: “Automobile Ir iurance Act a failure, encour
rackets and fake claims, has made motorists careless and increased
accidents.” “No act on the statute books has been more bittcrlv
•iticised or caused such general irritation.” “The time has come tc
;onsider whether the law can be changed to work more satisfactoril
or whether the whole compulsory idea must be abandoned.” “The
genera! public is extremely dissatisfied with the present law and
demands

a change
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Boston Herald: “Our sad pioneering was in the field of compulsory
insurance.”
Boston Traveler; “The world’s worst automobile insurance is being
attacked. Massachusetts may kill it.”

While Massachusetts has been conducting this noble
experiment with compulsory automobile liability insurance, twenty-seven States in the United States and eight
Provinces in Canada have adopted a financial responsibility law, similar to the one incorporated in this initiative
petition.
Thirty-nine States in 1933 unanimously rejected the
compulsory insurance idea.
Canada sent a commission to Massachusetts to study
our system. The Ontario Commission reported:
The best opinion on compulsory insurance legislation, as for example that of the State of Massachusetts, is that the psychological
effect of compelling every one to take out insurance is the reverse of
making them careful, for everybody knows that everybody else is
insured, and that in case of an accident the insurance company, and
not the person causing the injury, will have to pay for it. The more
this view is considered the more reasonable it becomes. Drivers of
heavy cars, trucks, buses, etc., are very apt to fall into this habit of
mind, and so are private car owners, namely, that being insured against
personal responsibility, their pocket will not be touched in consequence
of any act of theirs, and, as criminal negligence can seldom be proved,
they feel that they are safe from the reach of the criminal law.

The State of California commission reported as follows,
after an exhaustive study of our system:
With accident prevention and safety consideration admittedly
thrown into the discard as impelling motives for compulsory automobile insurance, the prospect of monetary compensation to the injured remains as its only substantial justification; and the results of
the Massachusetts experiment appear to demonstrate not only that
it is less effective in this direction than voluntary insurance, but also
that the cost is out of all proportion to the benefits derived.
It is the opinion of the committee, in the light of present experience,
that it will be unwise for the State of California, with the complicated
problems that confront it, to embark upon any such dubious legislation as that in which Massachusetts, with a far lesser problem, has
become entangled. In this conviction, as has been noted elsewhere,
the committee is confirmed by the unequivocal opinions of local and
nation-wide bodies.
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The following is an extract from the report of the
Maryland commission:
First. Any law similar to or following the general principles of the
Compulsory Automobile Insurance Law in Massachusetts is neither
feasible, economically justifiable nor consistent with accident prevention. The psychological effect of compelling every one to take out
insurance, sometimes against their will, is the reverse of making them
careful. The law in Massachusetts went into effect on January 1,
1927, and since that date accidents in that State have materially increased.
Second. Although it is admitted that the so-called Automobile
Safety Responsibility Laws now in force are not perfect, legislative
action involving the principles of such laws is the desirable form of
legislation in the State of Maryland, both as an accident prevention
measure and as a means of remedying the problem of the loss sustained
through personal injury and property damage accidents caused by
motor vehicles, which is not recoverable because of the financial irresponsibility of the negligent motorist. Such a law is more logical,
more acceptable, more workable, and less oppressive than any other
law on the subject, and, furthermore, has the great merit of only affecting motorists who have themselves demonstrated that they are
careless or reckless.

The Massachusetts compulsory automobile law is not
The compulsory automobile liability
security act has not accomplished its purpose, namely, to
make sure that persons injured by automobiles, after
recovering a judgment, should be able to collect that
judgment. The present compulsory insurance law does
not guarantee that the injured party or the next of kin
of the deceased is going to recover if killed or injured by
an automobile operated on our highways.
Non-residents are privileged to operate without insurance. The compulsory law discriminates against the
citizens of Massachusetts in favor of non-residents because it does not apply to non-residents, a great number
of whom pass through Massachusetts in their automobiles. In 1937 2,558 out-of-State cars were involved
in non-fatal accidents, and 98 out-of-State cars were involved in fatal accidents; no one of these out-of-State
cars was subject to the requirements of the compulsory
a safety measure.

law.
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It is estimated that there are ten to fifteen thousand
autoists each year whose insurance is cancelled because
of non-payment of premiums, and whose registration is
revoked, but who cannot be located by the Registrar of
Motor Vehicles, and who continue to operate uninsured
automobiles.
The Registrar’s figures show that from 1926 to 1936,
inclusive, registrations have increased 23 per cent,
fatalities have increased 20 per cent, personal injuries
have increased 79 per cent, collisions have increased
42 per cent; in other words, personal injuries have increased from 25,351 in 1926 to 45,462 in 1936.
The records of the Registrar show that on an average
only 8 per cent of the automobiles are involved in accidents, and 92 per cent of the automobile owners who are
careful drivers are compelled to contribute the major
portion of the money necessary to settle these claims.
The congestion of the courts has increased as a result
of compulsory insurance law. The Judicial Council of
Massachusetts in its fourth report stated that motor
vehicle cases had increased 127.7 per cent, while all other
cases had increased only 1.6 per cent. In a later report,
the Judicial Council said that the volume of litigation
continues to increase, and that the condition appears to
have become chronic as a result of the Massachusetts
compulsory automobile law. This tremendous increase
in motor vehicle cases is due almost entirely to the compulsory motor vehicle law itself, which has not only increased accidents but has made the public claim-minded.
Rates under the compulsory law are bound to continue
to increase. During the ten years that this law has been
on our books, rates in Massachusetts for compulsory insurance have increased slightly over 30 per cent.
The Massachusetts compulsory automobile law has
ceased to be an experiment. It has proved unsatisfactory.
It is unsound in principle. Each year since its adoption
many bills have been filed in the Legislature for various
amendments to it. No amendment of importance has
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been adopted.

No amendment or amendments can make
satisfactory which is unsound in principle.
We feel that the initiative petition should
be enacted
mto law because;
1. It will reduce accidents on our highways.
It puts the responsibility on the person
operating the
car. If a person does not wish to
purchase insurance and
wishes to continue to operate his automobile, he must
drive so carefully as not to be involved in an
accident, or
if involved m an accident, he must
pay any judgment
obtained against him on account of such
accident, and he
must keep clear of the criminal law.
Likewise it will
compel insured operators to be more
careful, because
there is no provision which provides for an
insurance
company to be obliged to insure an undesirable risk.
2. It will reduce automobile rates.
We are setting forth a list of personal injury
liability
rates charged in 1938 in various
cities of the country in
no one of which, other than
Boston, is there a compulsory
automobile liability law, and in only two of which, namely
Boston and New York, are the rates subject’ to
state
supervision.
In each of the States in which these cities
are located, other than
Massachusetts, there is a financial
responsibility law in force at the present time.
It is our
belief that the rates will be lower when made
by the companies m competition than they
will be when fixed bvJ
state authorities.
a law
.
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3. It will relieve the court congestion.
Fewer accidents, fewer claims, therefore fewer suits.
4. It will remove from the road the dangerous operators.
This is not and never can be accomplished with the
compulsory automobile law.
The minority members feel that inasmuch as the car
owners of the Commonwealth have paid, to date, approximately $200,000,000 in premiums under this act, they
should be entitled to determine whether the present
system should be continued.
E. S. OPPENHEIMER.
MATTHEW J. CAPELESS.
HOLLIS M. GOTT.
I concur with many points stressed in the minority
report, but have always been of the opinion that the
voters of this Commonwealth be allowed the opportunity
to express their sentiments on the question of repeal or
retention of the present law, the subject matter to be
submitted to them in a clear, straightforward and concise
manner.

CHARLES W. HEDGES.

